X-ray analysis of wurtzite-type CoO(111) films on Ir(001): Correlation of structure, stress, electronic, and magnetic properties
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We present a surface x-ray diffraction study in combination with stress experiments and ab initio calculations to investigate the structure and magnetic properties of 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer thick CoO(111) films grown on Ir(001). The CoO films grow in a wurtzite-like structure characterized by reduced distances between cobalt and oxygen atoms within one bilayer. The double-bilayer film is under tensile stress of ±2.1 N/m which can be quantitatively attributed to epitaxial misfit and excludes the presence of significant Coulomb interactions. First-principles calculations reveal that the CoO films are metallic and that the magnetic order is noncollinear.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin films of CoO have been intensely studied in recent years because of their intriguing structural and magnetic properties [1–6]. This is also due to the intimate relation between structure and magnetic properties and the large variety of structures observed for ultrathin CoO films depending on stoichiometry and film thickness. Also, epitaxial CoO films have shown a remarkable dependence of their magnetic properties on the strain imposed by the supporting substrates [7].

The rocksalt (RS) structure has been proposed as the structure model for bulk CoO [8]. In this model, the structure along the [111] direction is composed of alternating layers of Co and oxygen atoms, where one Co-O sequence is called a bilayer. Co and O atoms are stacked in an fcc-like ABCAB... fashion. In view of the ionic nature of Co and O, a permanent dipole moment arises at the (111) face, leading to the divergence of the electrostatic potential. According to the classification by Tasker [9], CoO(111) is a so-called type III structure, which is inherently unstable. In contrast to the expectation, CoO(111) samples exist and are stable.

Several charge compensation mechanisms have been discussed in the past to provide insight into the stability of this structure. Surface reconstructions, charge transfer, and the adsorption of foreign species [10,11] have been proposed as factors contributing to the stability. Although originally developed for bulk crystals, it has been shown recently that also for ultrathin films, for which no actual divergence of the electrostatic potential exists, bulklike charge compensation mechanisms can exist [12–14].

On the other hand, in ultrathin films different compensation mechanisms have been proposed, where a change of the atomic structure is considered. One example is the transition from the wurtzite (WZ) structure to the hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) structure of ZnO grown on Ag(111) [15,16] and the presence of the WZ stacking near the surface of a several bilayer thick CoO film on Ir(001) [4] and on Pt(111) [17]. This change of structure is related to the metallization of the surface. On the other extreme, for a single CoO(111) bilayer, ordered patches of a h-BN type and a RS type CoO phase were proposed [1]. This model was later corroborated by scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory (DFT) calculations [5,6].

While the previous studies have clearly revealed the complex nature of the structure of CoO films of one bi-layer and in the “thick” film limit, no study for an intermediate film thickness such as a double bilayer thick film has been carried out. In this paper we present a surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) analysis of a 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer thick CoO film grown on Ir(001). The structural characterization is supplemented by stress measurements and ab initio theory to address forces acting in the CoO films and to provide an electronic picture of the underlying phenomena, respectively.

We find that both films form a c-(10 × 2) superstructure within an accuracy of the spot position in the range of 10⁻³ reciprocal lattice units, using a substrate rod as reference. The CoO films are characterized by a WZ-like structure. Co atoms, which are next to the Ir(001) surface at an interatomic distance in the range between 2.4 Å and 2.5 Å, are located in asymmetric positions away from hollow sites. Vertical intralayer distances within a bilayer are equal to \( u_t = 0.99 \) Å and \( u_s = 0.49 \) Å for the 1.6 and to \( u_t = 0.86 \) Å and \( u_s = 0.20 \) Å for the 2.0 bilayer film, respectively. Subscripts (i) for interface and (s) for surface refer to the bilayer next to the Ir(001) substrate and the top layer, respectively. Comparison with the bulk value in the RS structure (\( u = 1.23 \) Å) indicates significant reduction which might be related to the depolarization of the structure. The structure model is supported by the quantitative analysis of our stress measurements, which indicate that the measured stress is induced by lattice misfit, and there is no indication of significant repulsive Coulomb interactions. Ab initio calculations reveal a metallic character of the whole film and a noncollinear magnetic structure.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Surface x-ray diffraction

*In situ* growth of CoO on Ir(001) followed by SXRD characterization were carried out at the ID03 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France [18]. We used a six-circle ultrahigh vacuum diffractometer operated in the z-axis mode. The intensity distribution along the superlattice rods was measured under grazing incidence ($\alpha_i = 3^\circ$) of the incoming x-ray beam ($\lambda = 0.69$ Å) by rotating the sample about the surface normal. The angle of incidence of the incoming x-ray beam was deliberately chosen to be much larger than the critical angle of the total external reflection in order to avoid systematic errors due to possible misalignment of the small samples.

The superlattice rods arise due to the two-dimensional nature of thin films, which makes the third reflection index, $l = q_z/c^*$, a continuous parameter. Here, $q_z$ and $c^*$ represent the momentum transfer normal to the surface and reciprocal lattice unit, respectively [19–21].

The CoO(111) films were prepared by deposition of Co followed by annealing in an oxygen atmosphere. The Co source was calibrated by SXRD as shown in Fig. 1. The reflection intensity at the position (0 1 0 2), i.e., close to the antiphase scattering position (0 1 0), is monitored. The first and second Co layer is completed after $\Delta t \approx 400$ s and another $\Delta t \approx 300$ s after starting the deposition at $t \approx 200$ s, respectively. In the following, the Co film was oxidized by annealing the sample to 600 K in an oxygen atmosphere at a partial pressure of $2 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar by simultaneously monitoring one superlattice characteristic for the c-(10×2) superstructure [9 1]; see below. For the SXRD experiments two samples were prepared with thicknesses, as derived ex post for CoO.

B. Stress measurement

We measure the stress-induced change of curvature of a thin Ir(001) single crystal by an optical two-beam deflection technique under UHV conditions, which has been described before [22,23]. In short, the deposition of Co on Ir(001) leads to an epitaxial misfit induced film stress on the order of several GPa, and this induces a change of curvature of the 0.1 mm thin substrate crystal with a radius of the curvature on the order of 400 m. The stress, which induces the curvature change, is quantitatively extracted from monitoring the deflection of two laser beams on position-sensitive detectors upon reflection at the curved substrate surface [23]. The overall error bar for the derived film stress is ±5%.

As outlined in the results section, the stress measurement of the CoO film is carried out using a two-step process, where we measure first the film stress upon Co deposition at 300 K. Then, the stress change of the 2 ML Co/Ir(001) system upon subsequent oxidation by exposure to an O2 partial pressure of $2 \times 10^{-6}$ mbar for an equivalent of 400 L [1 L = 1 Langmuir (1.33 × 10^{-6} mbar s)] at 600 K is detected. Comparable results are also obtained by stress measurements during Co deposition in an O2 partial pressure at 600 K. Stress measurements at elevated temperature in an oxygen atmosphere have been performed successfully recently for NiO/Ag(001) [24], but here we focus on the two-step process since this is the preparation procedure employed in the SXRD experiments. It also allows us to interrupt the oxygen exposure at any point to monitor the progress of the Co oxidation by *in situ* LEED [25]. The investigation of the LEED pattern confirms that the c-(10×2) CoO(111) structure has formed after an exposure to 400 L O2 at the given experimental conditions.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. SXRD analysis

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the reciprocal space in the $a^*\cdot b^*$ plane of the Ir(001) surface. Large circles represent the Ir substrate crystal truncation rods, while large pentagons and small circles are related to superlattice (SL) rods of the CoO film forming a c-(10×2) superstructure. We emphasize that...
for clarity only one of two rotational domains is shown. Rods are indexed according to the c-(10 × 2) superstructure. With the exception of the (1 1) rod, we found that only those rods which are labeled by pentagons had enough intensity to be detected by SXRD. The consideration of these rods only is equivalent to projecting the structure related to the c-(10 × 2) into a small c-(1 × 2) unit cell.

This simplification neglects the modulation of the atomic positions along the different crystallographic directions, i.e., along the [110] (a axis), [1̅0] (b axis), and the [001] (c axis), which in the case of the single-bilayer film has been found to be substantial being on the order of several tenths of an Å [1]. Since a similar modulation can be expected in our film also, the “projection” of the c-(10 × 2) onto the c-(1 × 2) unit cell requires the proper description of the resulting static disorder. We considered this by applying anisotropic atomic displacement factors $T(hkl)$ for the individual atoms [26]. The importance of $T(hkl)$ for the SXRD analysis is most evident by considering the modulation along [110] as shortly explained in the following.

The deviation from the average structure is the reason for the appearance of SL reflections indicated by red dots in Fig. 2. Their finite intensity is missing in the “main” for the appearance of SL reflections indicated by red dots in the following.

Considering the modulation along [1 1 0] as shortly explained above, the intensities of the main (simple sinusoidal modulations of the atomic positions. Here, of modulated structures, models have been developed using the average structure related to the c-(1 × 2) unit cell requires the proper description of the resulting static disorder. We considered this by applying anisotropic atomic displacement factors $T(hkl)$ for the individual atoms [26]. The importance of $T(hkl)$ for the SXRD analysis is most evident by considering the modulation along [110] as shortly explained in the following.

The deviation from the average structure is the reason for the appearance of SL reflections indicated by red dots in Fig. 2. Their finite intensity is missing in the “main” for the appearance of SL reflections indicated by red dots in the following.

FIG. 3. Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) intensities along different superlattice rods for the 1.6 bilayer sample. Indexing of the rods refers to the c-(10 × 2) unit cell (see Fig. 2).

FIG. 4. Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) intensities along different superlattice rods for the 2.0 bilayer sample. Indexing of the rods refers to the c-(10 × 2) unit cell (see Fig. 2).

SL rods for the 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer sample, respectively. Data sets consist of 75 and 86 reflections along four and five SL rods after averaging symmetry equivalent reflections (two per reflection). Solid lines represent the calculated reflection intensities $I_{\text{calc}}(hkl)$, derived from the models outlined below.

Uncertainties ($1\sigma$) shown as error bars were derived from the sum of the statistical uncertainties and the reproducibility of symmetry equivalent reflections as described by Robinson [28]. On the average, uncertainties lie in the 10% to 15% range (based on intensities, not structure factors), which is reasonably good especially in view of the low intensities involved.

The structure refinement was carried out using the program PROMETHEUS [29], allowing refinement of anisotropic displacement factors [26]. We started by considering the c-(1 × 2) unit cell using the structure model proposed by Mittendorfer et al. [5] for a single-bilayer film. Here, the registry of the oxygen and Co atoms of the first bilayer is defined by top sites (oxygen) and hollow/bridge sites (Co), respectively. This is shown in Fig. 5 which outlines the structure models for the 1.6 (a) and the 2.0 (b) bilayer film in top view. Large (red) and small (blue) balls represent oxygen and Co atoms, respectively. Atoms in light contrast are beneath those which are represented by stronger contrast. Also, the first two Ir layers (large, yellowish balls) are included. In order to clarify the atomic structure, several unit cells along the [1 1 0] direction are shown.

\[ I_{\text{obs}}(hkl) \approx |J_0(q \cdot u)|^2, \]

where $u$ represents the modulation vector and and the scattering vector $q$ is given by $q = ha^* + kb^* + lc^*$ assuming a Cartesian coordinate system and reciprocal axes $a^*, b^*, c^*$ [27]. In the context of the analysis of the film structures, to first order the intensity reduction in the main reflections represented by $|J_0(q \cdot u)|^2$ is approximated by the damping factor $T(hkl)$ (see in detail below).

Solid symbols in Figs. 3 and 4 represent the experimentally derived intensity distribution $I_{\text{obs}}(hkl)$ along the different
The consideration of a single bilayer was not sufficient to fit the measured data. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4 the sinusoidal modulation of the intensity along \( q_z \) suggests a two-layer structure. Consequently, a second CoO bilayer was added. The atomic positions of all atoms along the [1\bar{1}0] direction and along the surface normal [001] were allowed to vary in addition to the fractional occupancy of the top layer atoms (\( \theta_{Co}, \theta_{O} \)) thereby preserving the Co : O = 1 : 1 stoichiometry. By contrast, the positions of the atoms along the [110] direction were kept fixed due to their location on a mirror line.

Good fits were obtained on the basis of these structure models. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4, \( I_{calc}(hkl) \) follows \( I_{obs}(hkl) \) very well throughout the whole range of \( q_z \), where the intensity varies over almost four orders of magnitude. The quality of fit is quantified by two parameters, the unweighted residual (\( R_w \)) and the goodness of fit (GOF) [30]. We find GOF values of 1.61 and 1.60 for the 1.6 and the 2.0 bilayer film, respectively, corresponding to \( R_w \) in the 20% to 25% range (note that \( R_w \) is based on intensities rather than on structure factors).

The structure models derived from the SXRD analysis are shown in Figs. 5–7 in top view and in side view along two different azimuths. In general we find that both CoO films are characterized by a WZ-like structure, where the Co atoms are located at the interface to the Ir(001) surface. The film structure resembles to that in the upper two bilayers of the CoO(111) film studied by Meyer et al. [4]. In this work the quantitative LEED analysis of a film which was prepared by oxidizing a five monolayer equivalent thick Co film indicated a RS structure followed by a stacking fault involving the switch to the WZ structure. It was argued that the switch to the WZ structure is related to the polarity compensation by creating a metallic surface [31]. As will be discussed later in the theory section, we expect a metallic behavior for our CoO films.

With regard to the polarity compensation mechanism in ultrathin films, also the efficient displacive WZ to h-BN transition has been observed for ZnO films on Ag(111) [16], albeit not a complete one. By contrast, it was shown that CoO nanocrystals embedded in the ZnO matrix do not transform to the h-BN structure but rather keep their WZ structure [15]. Our analysis shows that the CoO films show some tendency to convert from the WZ to the h-BN structure. This is most pronounced at the top bilayer and in the case of the 2.0 bilayer sample (see Fig. 6). The vertical spacings between the oxygen and the Co atoms are indicated in Å units. They amount to \( u_t = 0.99 \) Å and \( u_s = 0.49 \) Å for the 1.6 and \( u_t = 0.86 \) Å and \( u_s = 0.20 \) Å for the 2.0 bilayer sample, respectively. Uncertainties for distance determinations generally lie in the 0.05 Å to 0.10 Å range. In this respect our double-bilayer films are distinctly different from the single-bilayer film studied by Ebensperger [1] and Mittendorfer [5], where both patches of h-BN and a RS structure were found. Consequently we can conclude that with the growth of a second bilayer a structural reorganization sets in, which lifts the h-BN type geometry within the first bilayer.

In agreement with Mittendorfer et al. [5] we find that the registry between film and substrate shown in Fig. 5 has a small preference as compared to that where the CoO registry is shifted by half a unit cell along [110]. However, the difference

In the context of the SXRD analysis two issues are important to note: (i) The CoO film also forms in a geometry related to the mirror image of the structure shown, where the mirror is parallel to the [1\bar{1}0] direction. Thus, in the analysis an incoherent average over two twin domain structures has to be carried out. Both domains are present in an equal fraction. (ii) The plane group symmetry changes from c-(1\times2) to p-(1\times2) if the Ir(001) substrate crystal is taken into account. As long as the Ir atoms remain on bulk (1\times1) positions, they do not contribute to the SL rods and the unit cell can be considered as a centered one. In this case SXRD reflections fulfill the condition \(( h + k = 2n, n \) integer) for their appearance.

![Diagram](image-url)
in the fit quality is small: GOF = 1.69 for the shifted registry versus 1.60 for the best fit. Given the approximations in our analysis we do not claim this difference in the GOF to be significant enough to allow clear-cut conclusions.

An overall common property of ultrathin CoO films is that the Co-O interatomic distances are short. As can be seen in Figs. 5–7, we derive values between 1.64 Å (minimum) and 2.36 Å (maximum), but a closer look shows that the majority of the distances lies in the 1.70 Å to 1.90 Å range. One can compare these values with those of the respective bulk structures, which are equal to 2.135 Å in the RS structure and 1.93 Å and 2.16 Å in the WZ structure for the in-plane and out-of-plane bonds, respectively [31]. Short Co-O distances is a general observation in ultrathin CoO films. Ebensperger et al. [1] found values in the 1.81 Å to 2.01 Å range, while Meyer et al. [4] published 1.89 Å and 1.91 Å for the vertical Co-O distance within the WZ-type structure of their “thin” and “thick” film, respectively. Bond contractions by 5% to 10% do not come as a surprise, given the reduced coordination of surface and interface atoms.

The Co-Ir bonds are not shown for clarity. We find values in the range between 2.4 Å to 2.5 Å, rather close to those derived for Co films grown on Ir(100)-(1 × 1) [32]. The Ir-Ir distances are 2.75 Å, and this corresponds to the equilibrium bond length in bulk Ir. Along the [110] direction surface Ir atoms are only very slightly (≈ 0.05 Å) displaced out of their bulk positions. However, this is significant enough to contribute to the SL rods. We emphasize that this converts the centered unit cell to a primitive one even in the case of a centered CoO film structure, and that only this allows the analysis of the registry between CoO film and substrate. Top-layer spacings within the Ir substrate (d = 1.88 Å and 1.91 Å) are not relaxed within the accuracy of the distance determination (≈ 0.05 Å) relative to the bulk spacing (1.92 Å).

Finally, we discuss the static structural disorder, which—as discussed before—is a consequence of projecting the c-(10×2) onto a p-(1×2) unit cell. It is expressed by the anisotropic atomic displacement factor \( T(hkl) \) [26]. \( T(hkl) \) is given by 
\[
T(hkl) = \exp[-2\pi^2(U_{11}h^2a^*+U_{22}k^2b^*+U_{33}l^2c^*)],
\]
where the \( U_{ii} \) are the mean squared displacement amplitudes along the \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) directions, respectively.
The positions of the Co and oxygen atoms in the CoO films exhibit substantial modulation which is most pronounced along the [110] direction with values up to \( \sqrt{U_{11}} = 0.54 \) Å for the second layer Co atoms and \( \sqrt{U_{11}} = 0.30 \) Å to 0.35 Å for the first-layer Co atoms and all oxygen atoms. These huge values come not unexpectedly when comparison is made with the LEED analysis of the single-bilayer film [1] in which for the c-(10×2) unit cell variations of atomic positions in the range of 0.5 Å are reported. Along the [110] direction, disorder is less important in general with \( \sqrt{U_{11}} \) values in the 0.1 Å to 0.2 Å range. Finally, the vertical "rumpling" is large in the first bilayer next to the Ir surface (\( \sqrt{U_{33}} = 0.10 \) Å to 0.14 Å), but rapidly decreasing to the second bilayer (\( \sqrt{U_{33}} = 0.03 \) Å to 0.07 Å). In this respect the bilayer films are notably different from the single-layer films where, related to the simultaneous presence of h-BN and RS type patches, huge vertical corrugation (\( \approx 1 \) Å) is present. This goes in parallel with the general result of the structure analysis that the transition from the single-layer to the bilayer structure involves a significant reorganization of the interface layer to the WZ-type structure.

### B. Stress measurement and misfit stress

We measure the stress in double-bilayer thin epitaxial CoO(111) film by exploring the stress-induced curvature of a 0.1 mm thin Ir(001) substrate [25]. We prepare first an epitaxial 2 ML thin Co film on Ir(100), and measure the film stress during Co growth at 300 K, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The plot indicates a tensile stress change \( \Delta \tau \) of +2.6 N/m after deposition of 2 ML Co. The slope of the stress curve reaches a value of +17 GPa. The LEED pattern of the inset in Fig. 8(a) shows a \((1 \times 1)\) structure, indicative of pseudomorphic growth of 2 ML Co. The epitaxial misfit \( \eta \) between fcc-Co and Ir is calculated from the respective lattice constants \( a_{\text{Ir}} = 3.839 \) Å, \( a_{\text{fcc-Co}} = 3.55 \) Å as \( \eta = (a_{\text{Ir}} - a_{\text{fcc-Co}})/a_{\text{fcc-Co}} = +8.1\% \). This misfit induces a film stress in the Co film of \( \tau = \eta Y/(1 - \nu) = +15.4 \) GPa, where we use the biaxial Young modulus of fcc-Co \( Y/(1 - \nu) = 190 \) GPa [33]. This value corresponds within 10% to the slope of the stress curve, and we conclude that the stress in the Co film can be ascribed to its epitaxial misfit.

In order to obtain the CoO(111) film, we oxidize the Co film characterized in Fig. 8(a) by exposing it to oxygen at a partial pressure of 2 × 10^{-6} mbar at 600 K. This leads to a compressive stress change, which levels off at -0.5 N/m after an exposure of 400 L [1 L = 1 Langmuir (1.33 × 10^{-6} mbar s), as shown in Fig. 8(b). At this stage the additional diffraction spots shown in the LEED image of Fig. 8(b) indicate the formation of a c-(10×2) structure, which is ascribed to the formation of two-bilayer CoO(111) [2]. For smaller exposures this structure is not observed. To determine the overall stress change due to the formation of two-layer CoO(111) we add the stress change from the Co growth and the oxidation and obtain a tensile stress of +2.1 N/m.

This result of a tensile stress clearly disqualifies a bulklike RS structure of the CoO film. That structure would lead to charged Co^{2+} and O^{2−} layers, which would induce compressive stress, in contrast to the experimental finding. Rather, the stress change of +2.1 N/m is quantitatively ascribed to the epitaxial misfit between the c-(10×2) CoO(111) film and Ir(100), as outlined next.

To calculate the epitaxial misfit stress in the CoO film we need to establish its misfit with respect to the Ir substrate. The structural analysis of the CoO film by LEED in combination with STM [2] and SXRD reveals that the CoO surface unit cell dimensions corresponds to 10 times that of the Ir(001)-(1×1) surface along Ir [110], and twice its length along the perpendicular in-plane direction. We consider that nine nearest-neighbor distances of CoO (27.09 Å) correspond to 10 nearest-neighbor distances of Ir (27.15 Å) along the long unit cell direction. This corresponds to an anisotropic in-plane strain of the CoO(111) film, which amounts to \( \tau_x = +0.22\% \) and \( \tau_y = +4.2\% \) along the long and short unit cell directions, respectively. An anisotropic film stress results and it is calculated [34,35] as \( \tau_x = +0.52 \) N/m and \( \tau_y = 3.59 \) N/m for 2 ML CoO. We observe two structural domains which are rotated by 90% with respect to each other. This results in an average calculated film stress of \( \tau_{xy} = (\tau_x + \tau_y)/2 = +2.05 \) N/m. This corresponds quantitatively to the measured value, and it supports the view that the film stress is determined by epitaxial misfit, whereas we find no indications for repulsive Coulomb interactions.
To appreciate this result we refer to a recent theoretical work which predicted that ultrathin oxide films of a few layers thickness may be composed of charged layers. The authors argued that the repulsive Coulomb interaction gets prohibitively large only in thicker films [12], where charge compensation mechanisms are expected to stabilize the atomic structure. Our result of a tensile stress suggests that here charge compensation is already active at a thickness of two bilayers.

Our structural analysis presented above suggests that the CoO film can be rather described as a WZ-like and not as a RS structure. One characteristic of the WZ structure here is that adjacent cation and anion layers within one bilayer move towards each other. This may offer a way to reduce, or possibly cancel, the repulsive Coulomb interaction. Such a charge compensation mechanism driven by a structural change has been proposed also for other ionic systems [4,16]. The following discussion of the theoretical results indicates that the CoO film studied here is metallic, not ionic, and this explains the lack of repulsive Coulomb interactions as contributions to film stress.

C. Theory

To study the electronic and magnetic properties of the CoO(111) bilayers on Ir(001) substrate, we carried out extensive first-principles calculations using a Green’s function Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method, which is specially designed for semi-infinite systems such as surfaces and interfaces [36]. We applied the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation functional [37] and the GGA $+ U$ approach of Dudarev [38] to describe the localized nature of the Co states with the effective parameter $U^* = U - J = 1$ eV as suggested in the previous studies [5,6].

We use the experimentally obtained structural models of 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer CoO(111) films on Ir(001) including four Co atoms in the unit cell as input for our calculations (see Figs. 5–7). We calculated the total energy of various collinear magnetic configurations within the given p-(1×2) unit cell and found that the checkerboard antiparallel alignment of magnetic moments is energetically preferred. It has to be noted that this might not be the ground state, since the calculations were carried out for the small unit cell. Therefore, possible magnetic configurations within the c-(10×2) unit cell were not considered. However, the small unit cell already allows several fundamental statements concerning the electronic and magnetic properties of the system, as was shown by a previous theoretical study [5]. Therefore, we used this configuration as a reference state for the magnetic structure calculations and applied the magnetic force theorem (see discussion below). The density of states (DOS) of this magnetic configuration and the atomic resolved magnetic moments are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 for the structural models of the 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer film, respectively. The main features of the two DOS are the following:

(i) In all cases, the DOS exhibits a metallic character. This is also valid for a wide range of $U^*$: $0 < U^* < 6$ eV. We conclude that the thickness of the CoO films is not large enough to open a band gap, which is expected for the wurtzite CoO [39].

(ii) There is a very strong hybridization between oxygen $p$ and Co $d$ states throughout the whole valence band, which we ascribe to the shorter distances between Co and O atoms in comparison with bulk CoO (see Fig. 5).

(iii) In general, the magnetic moments ($\mu$) of the Co atoms at the interface to Ir (labeled by Co$_{ir}$, $n = 1$ or 2) are significantly enhanced, which is due to the strong interaction between the electronic states of the Co$_{ir}$ and the Ir substrate. The strong interaction leads to a reversed occupation of the $d_{z^2}$ orbitals of the Co$_{ir}$ compared to the Co$_{ir}$. The interfacial Co atoms are located close to the top of the interfacial Ir atoms and, thereby, the $d_{z^2}$ orbitals are more occupied than those at the interface. The strong hybridization between the Co and Ir atoms is responsible for the Co termination at the CoO/Ir(001) interface, which is confirmed by our total energy calculations.

(iv) In the 2.0 bilayer CoO film more $d$ states are occupied than in the 1.6 bilayer case. This is related to the smaller intra-bilayer spacings (0.20 Å vs 0.49 Å and 0.86 Å vs 0.99 Å) leading to a stronger in-plane hybridization of the O $p$ and Co $d$ orbitals and to slightly higher magnetic moments.
To study the magnetic properties, also the magnetic exchange interactions ($J_{ij}$) between the Co atoms were calculated. The exchange parameters were obtained using the magnetic force theorem formulated in terms of the multiple scattering theory [40]. This method allows to determine the magnetic order of a system within the smallest unit cell analyzing the exchange interaction between magnetic moments. The details of our magnetic structure simulations can be found in Ref. [41].

The exchange parameters calculated for the checkerboard antiparallel alignment of magnetic moments are presented in Fig. 11 for the 1.6 bilayer (a) and the 2.0 bilayer film (b). These results lead to the following conclusions.

1) The main exchange interactions in the CoO films are negative (antiferromagnetic), while some $J_{ij}$ vanish or become positive (ferromagnetic) due to large variations in the Co-O bond lengths and the interaction with the underlying quadratic Ir substrate. In comparison with bulk CoO, the interactions are of long range because the typical antiferromagnetic superexchange interaction is suppressed.

2) The square substrate surface symmetry causes a high anisotropy of the exchange interactions in the quasihexagonal CoO layers. The coupling along the [110] direction is strongly antiferromagnetic and symmetric with respect to the [110] direction, whereas along the perpendicular direction it is small or even vanishes depending on occupation and layer. Therefore, there exist rows of antiferromagnetically coupled Co atoms along the [110] direction. A similar feature of coupled rows was also observed for the ground state of the CoO monolayer on Ir(001) [5].

In the interface layer (Co$_{i1}$ and Co$_{i2}$), these rows are coupled in-plane either very weakly or ferromagnetically for the 1.6 bilayer or the 2.0 bilayer film, respectively. This is attributed to the different Co-O bond lengths. For the 2.0 bilayer film, the
bond lengths are 1.88 Å and 1.85 Å, while for the 1.6 bilayer film, the bond along the [110] direction is strongly elongated to 2.36 Å which reduces the coupling. (3) For the interface layer, the exchange interactions are much stronger and of longer range compared to those for interface layer. This leads, together with the strong interlayer coupling constants, to a coupling of the interface layer Co atoms and very likely to a noncollinear magnetic structure. We could not identify any commensurate magnetic structure which conforms with the results of Mittendorfer et al. [5]; a CoO overlayer on Ir(001) has a noncollinear ordering.

Finally, we use the magnetic exchange interactions in a Heisenberg model and apply a Monte Carlo simulation to determine the magnetic ordering temperature $T_c$ (for details see Ref. [41]). We found a magnetic ordering temperature of 52 K and 90 K for the 1.6 bilayer and the 2.0 bilayer film, respectively. The higher $T_c$ for the 2.0 bilayer film results from the stronger nearest-neighbor exchange interactions. We also estimated the variation of $T_c$ upon allowing for some ($\approx 2\%$ to $3\%$) variation of the structural parameters, which lies in the range of 4 K to 6 K.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have carried out a surface x-ray diffraction study of 1.6 and 2.0 bilayer thick CoO films on Ir(001) prepared by deposition of Co followed by oxidation at elevated temperature. We find that both films form a wurtzite-like structure similar to the upper four layers of the thicker films studied previously by LEED [4]. Vertical relaxations of the intralayer distance between oxygen and Co atoms are present involving a significant reduction of the dipole moment. This finding also offers an explanation for our stress measurement, where we did not observe any indication for repulsive interaction within the CoO film. Using first-principles calculations, we find that the electronic and magnetic properties of the CoO film on the Ir(100) substrate are strongly influenced by the underlying crystalline structure. Our magnetic structure simulations reveal a noncollinear magnetic order in both systems and highly anisotropic intra- and interlayer exchange interactions due to strong structural modulations. Our calculations reveal a metallic behavior in bilayer CoO films which is also expected to contribute to the polarity compensation in them.
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[30] $R_p = \sum |I_{obs} - I_{calc}| / \sum I_{obs}$, are the experimental and calculated intensities from superlattice structure, respectively, while $N$ and $P$ represent the number of data points and the number of refined parameters. The standard deviation of $I_{obs}$ is given by $\sigma$. The summation runs over all data points.
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